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Constraining	  new	  physics	  using	  LHC	  Higgs	  results	  
§ 	  Exclusion	  Limits	  
	  	  
	  	  	  Remains	  an	  important	  handle	  to	  constrain	  
	  	  	  extended	  Higgs	  sectors	  even	  aKer	  discovery	  
	  
	  	  	  à	  HiggsBounds	  
	  	  
§ 	  Mass/rate	  measurements	  	  	  
	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  Addi.onal	  informa.on	  from	  the	  observed	  
	  	  	  signal	  mass(es)	  and	  rates	  can	  also	  be	  used	  
	  	  	  to	  constrain	  BSM	  theories	  
	  
	  	  	  	  à	  HiggsSignals	  

2 Higgs signals in collider searches HiggsSignals User Manual
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(a) The best-fit signal strength µ̂ for the
LHC Higgs process (pp) ! H ! ZZ(!) !
4!, given as a function of the assumed
Higgs mass mH . The cyan band gives the
68% C.L. uncertainty of the measurement.
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(b) The signal strength of various Higgs channels
measured at a fixed hypothetical Higgs mass of mH =
125.8 GeV. The combined signal strength scales all
Higgs signal rates uniformly and is estimated to µ̂comb =
0.88± 0.21.

Figure 1. Measured signal strength modifiers by ATLAS in the search for H ! ZZ(!) ! 4! [25]
(a), and the best fit rates (in all currently investigated Higgs decay channels) for a Higgs signal at
mH = 125.8 GeV according to CMS [27] (b).

measured rate. Since the signal strength modifier is measured relative to its SM value

(µ̂ = 1, displayed in Fig. 1 by a dashed line), this contains also the theory uncertainties on
the SM Higgs cross section and branching ratios [23, 24, 26]. As can be seen from Fig. 1,

the measured value of µ̂ is allowed to take on negative values. In the absence of sizable

signal-background interference—as is the case for the SM—the signal model would not

give µ̂ < 0. This must therefore be understood as statistical downward fluctuations of

the data w.r.t. the background expectation (the average background-only expectation is

µ̂ = 0). To keep µ̂ as an unbiased estimator of the true signal strength, it is however
essential that the full range of values is retained. As we shall see in more detail below, the

applicability of HiggsSignals is limited to the mass range for which measurements of µ̂

are reported. It is therefore highly desirable that experiments publish this information

even for mass regions where a SM Higgs signal has been excluded.

A second example of HiggsSignals input, this time from CMS, is shown in the right

plot of Fig. 1 (from [27]). This figure summarizes the measured signal strength modifiers
for all relevant Higgs decay channels at an interesting value of the Higgs mass, here

mH = 125.8 GeV. This particular value is typically selected to correspond to the maximal

significance for a signal seen in the data. It is important to note that, once a value for mH

has been selected, this plot shows a compilation of information for the separate channels

that is also available directly from the mass-dependent plots (as shown in Fig. 1(a)).

Again, the error bars on the measured µ̂ values correspond to 1! uncertainties that
include both experimental (systematic and statistical) uncertainties, as well as SM theory

uncertainties.

The idea of HiggsSignals is to compare the experimental measurements of signal
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HiggsSignals	  
§ 	  Companion	  program	  to	  HiggsBounds.	  	  
	  	  	  Uses	  the	  same	  input	  structure	  -‐>	  Easy	  to	  get	  started	  
	  

	   	   	   	   	  hTp://higgsbounds.hepforge.org	  
	  
	  	  	  Tests	  compa.bility	  of	  arbitrary	  models	  to	  observed	  and	  future	  	  
	  	  	  measurements	  of	  signals	  in	  Higgs	  searches	  
	  
§ 	  Currently	  limited	  to	  hadron	  collider	  physics,	  but	  can	  easily	  be	  	  
	  	  	  extended	  to	  e+e-‐	  if	  there	  is	  an	  interest	  
	  
§ 	  Current	  version:	  1.0.0	  (released	  May	  9,	  2013)	  
	  
§ 	  Physics	  descrip.on	  and	  user	  manual	  published	  

Constraining the 2HDM16 2009-10-01

2HDMC: Calculator for the 2HDM

Public version: 1.0.5

● General (CP-conserving) 2HDM
● Different parametrizations – including physical masses
● Tree-level mass calculation
● Arbitrary Yukawa sector or Z

2
-“types”

● Theoretical constraints (positivity, unitarity)
● Collider mass limits (HiggsBounds, Charged Higgs)
● Oblique EW parameters, muon g-2
● All two-body Higgs decays at tree-level (incl. FCNC)
● Non-standard top decays
● H -> VV* and H -> HV* off-shell decays
● H -> gg and H -> gg
● LesHouches-style interface (SuperIso, MG/ME, ...)
http://www.isv.uu.se/thep/MC/2HDMC
D. Eriksson, J. Rathsman, OS, 2HDMC – Two-Higgs-Doublet Model Calculator
CPC (in press), arXiv:0902.0851P.	  Bechtle,	  S.	  Heinemeyer,	  OS,	  T.	  Stefaniak,	  G.	  Weiglein,	  [arXiv:1305.1933]	  
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Experimental	  data	  
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§ 	  Basic	  quan.ty	  used	  in	  HiggsSignals	  is	  the	  signal	  strength	  modifiers	  
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§ 	  Both	  historic,	  present	  and	  future	  (also	  toy)	  data	  can	  be	  used.	  	  
	  	  	  User-‐accessible	  data	  format	  (text	  files)	  
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Observables	  included	  for	  the	  LHC	  125	  GeV	  signal	  5.1 Performance studies of HiggsSignals HiggsSignals User Manual

Figure 2. Overview of the Higgs signal rate and mass measurements (status shortly after the Moriond

conference 2013 ) from ATLAS [25, 41, 43, 44], CMS [27, 45–49] and the Tevatron experiments CDF [50]
and DØ [51], as they are implemented in HiggsSignals-1.0.0 as peak observables. The left panel shows
the Higgs mass value for which the signal strength was measured. A value with error bars indicates that
the mass value is treated as a Higgs mass observable in the peak-centered !2 method, whereas a gray
asterisk only serves as an indication of the Higgs mass value, which was assumed in the rate measurement.
This value does not enter directly the total !2. For some LHC analyses, measurements for both the 7 TeV
and 8 TeV data exist, shown in blue and red, respectively. If the measurement is based on the combined
7/8 TeV dataset, we treat it as an 8 TeV measurement only. For the H ! "" analyses from ATLAS
and CMS, the special tagged categories were implemented as separate peak observables, including their
e!ciencies, but collected together in assignment groups. In total there are 4 Higgs mass observables and
45 Higgs signal rate observables. This data is used for the performance scans in Fig. 3 and the example
applications in Section 5.3.

Group for the SM Higgs boson around mH " 125 GeV. We then evaluate the total peak-

centered !2 for each Higgs boson mass mH # [110, 140] GeV using the peak observables

presented in Fig. 2. In the SM the Higgs mass is treated as a free parameter, which

corresponds to setting the theory mass uncertainty to zero. In order to illustrate the
e!ects of a non-zero theory mass uncertainty, we also consider a model with SM-like

Higgs couplings, but which has a 2 GeV theory uncertainty on the predicted Higgs mass.

35
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Theory	  input	  

§ 	  To	  test	  a	  model,	  the	  user	  has	  to	  provide	  HiggsSignals	  with	  input:	  
	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Number	  of	  neutral	  (and	  charged)	  Higgs	  bosons	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Higgs	  masses	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Produc.on	  cross	  sec.ons	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Total	  decay	  widths	  (narrow	  width	  approxima.on	  must	  be	  valid)	  
	  	  	  -‐	  Decay	  branching	  ra.os	  
	  
§ 	  There	  are	  a	  number	  of	  physics	  op.ons	  to	  give	  these	  predic.ons:	  
	  	  	  hadronic	  cross	  sec.ons,	  partonic	  cross	  sec.ons,	  effec.ve	  couplings	  
	  
§ 	  And	  a	  number	  of	  technical	  interfaces	  to	  do	  it:	  
	  	  	  data	  files,	  SLHA	  (for	  MSSM/NMSSM),	  library	  of	  subrou.nes	  
	  	  	  …	  all	  documented	  in	  the	  manual	  and	  example	  programs	  provided	  
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Rate	  predicEons	  

§ 	  Signal	  rate	  predic.on	  for	  a	  single	  Higgs	  boson	  in	  one	  analysis:	  	  
	  
	  
	  
§ 	  Individual	  channel	  signal	  rate	  
	  
	  
§ 	  Channel	  weights	  (evaluated	  in	  the	  SM)	  
	  
§ 	  Narrow	  width	  approxima.on	  must	  be	  applicable	  
	  
§ 	  Predic.ons	  for	  mul.ple	  Higgs	  bosons	  contribu.ng	  to	  the	  same	  
	  	  	  signal	  are	  added	  incoherently	  (interference	  effects	  neglected)	  

3 Statistical approach in HiggsSignals HiggsSignals User Manual

strength modifiers to the Higgs sector predictions in arbitrary models. The model

predictions must be provided by the user for each parameter point to be tested. To

be able to do this consistently, we here describe the basic definitions that we apply.

The production of Higgs bosons at hadron colliders can essentially proceed through

five partonic subprocesses: gluon fusion (ggf), vector boson fusion (vbf), associated
production with a gauge boson (HW/HZ), or associated production with top quarks

(ttH), see [23, 24] for details. In models with an enhanced Higgs coupling to bottom

quarks, the process bb̄ ! H is usually added. In this five-flavor scheme a b quark parton

distribution describes the collinear gluon splitting to pairs of bottom quarks inside the

proton. This contribution should be matched consistently, and in most cases, added to

the gluon fusion subprocess (as prescribed by the Santander matching procedure [28]).
We therefore sometimes refer to the sum of the gluon fusion and bb̄ ! H subprocesses

as single Higgs production (singleH). Internally, HiggsSignals uses the same LHC cross

sections for SM Higgs production at
"
s = 7 and 8 TeV as HiggsBounds-4 [8]. The

same holds for the reference SM branching ratios, which follow the prescription of the

LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group [23, 24], see also [26] for more details. These

branching ratios are the same as those used by the LHC experiments.
The theory prediction for the signal strength modifier of one specific analysis, from a

single Higgs boson H , is computed in HiggsSignals as

µ =
!

i

ci!i, (1)

where the sum runs over all channels considered in this analysis. A channel is

characterized by one specific production and one specific decay mode. The individual
channel signal strength is given by

ci =
[" # BR]i

["SM # BRSM]i
, (2)

and the SM channel weight is

!i =
#i ["SM # BRSM]i

"

j #j ["SM # BRSM]j
. (3)

The SM weights contain the relative experimental e!ciencies, #i, for the di!erent

channels. Unfortunately, these are rarely quoted in experimental publications. If they are

available, these numbers can be used by HiggsSignals, which leads to a more reliable

comparison between theory predictions and the experimental data for these channels.

In the case of unknown e"ciencies, all channels considered by the analysis are treated

equally, i.e. we set all #i $ 1.

3. Statistical approach in HiggsSignals

As mentioned already in the introduction, HiggsSignals contains two di!erent

statistical methods to test models against the experimental data. These methods are
complementary, and to provide a full model test it is advisable in many situations to use

6
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Peak-‐Centered	  χ2	  method	  
2 Higgs signals in collider searches HiggsSignals User Manual
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CMS Preliminary  = 125.8 GeVH m

(b) The signal strength of various Higgs channels
measured at a fixed hypothetical Higgs mass of mH =
125.8 GeV. The combined signal strength scales all
Higgs signal rates uniformly and is estimated to µ̂comb =
0.88± 0.21.

Figure 1. Measured signal strength modifiers by ATLAS in the search for H ! ZZ(!) ! 4! [25]
(a), and the best fit rates (in all currently investigated Higgs decay channels) for a Higgs signal at
mH = 125.8 GeV according to CMS [27] (b).

measured rate. Since the signal strength modifier is measured relative to its SM value

(µ̂ = 1, displayed in Fig. 1 by a dashed line), this contains also the theory uncertainties on
the SM Higgs cross section and branching ratios [23, 24, 26]. As can be seen from Fig. 1,

the measured value of µ̂ is allowed to take on negative values. In the absence of sizable

signal-background interference—as is the case for the SM—the signal model would not

give µ̂ < 0. This must therefore be understood as statistical downward fluctuations of

the data w.r.t. the background expectation (the average background-only expectation is

µ̂ = 0). To keep µ̂ as an unbiased estimator of the true signal strength, it is however
essential that the full range of values is retained. As we shall see in more detail below, the

applicability of HiggsSignals is limited to the mass range for which measurements of µ̂

are reported. It is therefore highly desirable that experiments publish this information

even for mass regions where a SM Higgs signal has been excluded.

A second example of HiggsSignals input, this time from CMS, is shown in the right

plot of Fig. 1 (from [27]). This figure summarizes the measured signal strength modifiers
for all relevant Higgs decay channels at an interesting value of the Higgs mass, here

mH = 125.8 GeV. This particular value is typically selected to correspond to the maximal

significance for a signal seen in the data. It is important to note that, once a value for mH

has been selected, this plot shows a compilation of information for the separate channels

that is also available directly from the mass-dependent plots (as shown in Fig. 1(a)).

Again, the error bars on the measured µ̂ values correspond to 1! uncertainties that
include both experimental (systematic and statistical) uncertainties, as well as SM theory

uncertainties.

The idea of HiggsSignals is to compare the experimental measurements of signal

5

§ 	  Tests	  compa.bility	  of	  data	  observed	  at	  specified	  signal	  mass	  	  
	  	  	  values,	  “peaks”,	  against	  model	  predic.ons	  
	  
§ 	  This	  determines	  if	  the	  model	  	  
	  	  	  provides	  one	  (or	  more)	  Higgs	  bosons	  	  
	  	  	  that	  can	  explain	  the	  observed	  signal(s)	  
	  
§ 	  Example:	  	  
	  	  	  Observed	  LHC	  signal	  around	  125	  GeV	  
	  
§ 	  Most	  sane	  theories	  would	  now	  like	  to	  	  
	  	  	  have	  a	  reasonably	  SM-‐like	  Higgs	  boson	  at	  this	  mass	  
	  
§ 	  Test	  complementary	  to	  exclusion	  limits	  for	  mul.-‐Higgs	  models	  
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Details	  of	  peak-‐centered	  χ2	  method	  

3.1 The peak-centered !2 method HiggsSignals User Manual

correlated way. Schematically, the total !2 is given by

!2
tot = !2

µ +
NH
!

i=1

!2
mi
, (5)

where NH is the number of (neutral) Higgs bosons of the model. The calculation of the
individual contributions from the signal strength modifiers, !2

µ, and the Higgs masses,

!2
mi
, will be discussed below.

The input data used in this method is based on the prejudice that a Higgs signal has

been observed at a particular Higgs mass value, which does not necessarily have to be

the exact same value for all observables. Technically, each observable is defined by a

single text file, which contains all relevant information needed by HiggsSignals. An
experimental dataset2 is then a collection of observables, whose text files are stored in a

certain subdirectory of the HiggsSignals distribution. Users may add, modify or remove

the experimental data for their own purposes, see Sect. 4.6 for more details.

Currently, an obvious and prominent application of the peak-centered !2 method would

be the test of a single Higgs boson against the rate and mass measurements performed at

around 125–126 GeV in all channels reported by the experimental collaborations at the
LHC and Tevatron. This scenario will be discussed in detail in Sect. 5. However, Higgs-

Signals is implemented in a way that is much more general: Firstly, contributions from

other Higgs bosons in the model to the Higgs signals will be considered, and if relevant,

included in the test automatically. Secondly, the extension of this test to more Higgs

signals (in other mass regions) can simply be achieved by the inclusion of the proper

experimental data, or for a phenomenological study, the desired pseudo-data.

3.1.1. Signal strength modifiers

For N defined signal observables, the total !2 contribution is given by

!2
µ =

N
!

!=1

!2
µ,! = (µ̂! µ)TC!1

µ (µ̂! µ), (6)

where the observed and predicted signal strength modifiers are contained in the N -

dimensional vectors µ̂ and µ, respectively. Cµ is the signal strength covariance matrix.

The signal strength covariance matrix Cµ is constructed in the following way. The
diagonal elements (Cµ)!! (corresponding to signal observable ") should first of all

contain the intrinsic experimental (statistical and systematic) 1 # uncertainties on the

signal strengths squared, denoted by (!µ̂"
!)

2. These will be treated as uncorrelated

uncertainties, since there is no information publicly available on their correlations. We

define these uncorrelated uncertainties by subtracting from the total uncertainty !µ̂!

(which is given directly from the 1 # error band in the experimental data, cf. Fig. 1) the
luminosity uncertainty as well as the theory uncertainties on the predicted signal rate

2The most up-to-date experimental data is contained in the folder Expt tables/latestresults. A
summary of these observables, as included in the HiggsSignals-1.0.0 release, is given in Sect. 5, Fig. 2.

8

§ 	  Global	  χ2	  func.on	  calculated	  from	  comparing	  model	  to	  experiment,	  
	  	  	  using	  Gaussian	  approxima.on,	  including	  correla.ons	  of	  theory	  +	  
	  	  	  luminosity	  unc.	  included	  
	  	  
	  
	  
§ 	  χ2	  for	  mass	  observables	  added:	  	  
	  
§ 	  The	  theore.cal	  predic.on	  µ	  used	  for	  each	  par.cular	  signal	  is	  
	  	  	  determined	  by	  assigning	  one	  or	  more	  Higgs	  bosons	  
	  
	  	  	  Required	  assignment:	  
	  
	  	  	  Allowed	  assignment	  outside	  this	  range	  only	  for	  observables	  	  
	  	  	  with	  mass	  measurement	  if	  it	  improves	  the	  overall	  χ2	  	  
	  

3.2 The mass-centered !2 method HiggsSignals User Manual

signal cannot be explained by any of the Higgs bosons in the model.

For each Higgs search analysis the best Higgs boson assignment is found in the following

way: For every possible assignment " of a Higgs boson combination to the signal #

observed in the analysis, its corresponding tentative !2 contribution, !2
!,", based on both

the signal strength and potentially the Higgs mass measurement, is evaluated. There are
two requirements the Higgs combination has to fulfill in order to be considered for the

assignment:

• Higgs bosons which have a mass mi close enough to the signal mass m̂!, i.e.

|mi ! m̂!| " !
!

("mi)2 + ("m̂!)2, (15)

are required to be assigned to the signal #. Here, ! denotes the assignment range,

which can be modified by the user, see Section 4.4 (the default setting is ! = 1).

• If the !2 contribution from the measured Higgs mass is deactivated for this signal,

combinations with a Higgs boson that does not fulfill Eq. (15) are not taken into

account for a possible assignment.

In the case where multiple Higgs bosons are assigned to the same signal, the combined

signal strength modifier µ is taken as the sum over their predicted signal strength
modifiers (corresponding to incoherently adding their rates). The best Higgs-to-signals

assignment "0 in an analysis is that which minimizes the lowest overall !2 contribution,

i.e.

"0 = ", where

Nsignals
"

!=1

!2
!," is minimal. (16)

Here, the sum runs over all signals observed within this particular analysis. In this

procedure, HiggsSignals only considers assignments " where each Higgs boson is not
assigned to more than one signal within the same analysis in order to avoid double

counting.

Finally, there is also the possibility to enforce that a collection of peak observables is

either assigned or not assigned in parallel. This can be useful if certain peak observables

stem from the same Higgs analysis but correspond to measurements performed for specific

tags or categories (e.g. as presently used in H # $$ analyses). See Section 4.6 for a
description of these assignment groups.

3.2. The mass-centered !2 method

The mass-centered !2 method is complementary to the peak-centered !2 method, since

it allows for a more general test of the model against the experimental data without

reference to particular signals. This method uses the data where the measured best-fit
signal strength modifiers are published as a function of the Higgs mass over the (full)

investigated mass range, as shown in Fig. 1(a).3 A !2 test can then be performed directly

at the predicted Higgs mass(es), mi, of the model if these fall within the experimentally

investigated mass range of an analysis a (denoted by Ga). For Higgs bosons that are

3This is sometimes referred to as the “cyan-band plot”, or alternatively the “µ̂ plot”.

12

�2

tot

= �2

µ + �2

m
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Fit	  of	  coupling	  scale	  factors	  

5.3 Example applications of HiggsSignals HiggsSignals User Manual

(a) (!V ,!F ) fit. (b) (!! ,!g) fit.

Figure 11. Two-dimensional fit results for the two di!erent benchmark scenarios of Higgs coupling
scaling factors discussed above. (a) Common scale factors for the vector boson and fermion couplings,
!V and !F , respectively; (b) Scale factors for the loop-induced Higgs couplings to photons, !! , and
gluons, !g. In these fits, the Higgs boson mass is assumed to be 126 GeV. The full available data from
the Tevatron and LHC experiments as presented at the Moriond 2013 conference is used. This data is
summarized in Fig. 2.

comprised of the LEP Higgs exclusion !2 value [2,5] obtained from HiggsBounds-4 [8,9],
as well as the total !2 from HiggsSignals using the peak-centered !2 method. The

theoretical mass uncertainty of the lightest Higgs boson is set to 2 GeV when treated as

a Gaussian uncertainty (i.e. in the LEP exclusion !2 from HiggsBounds and in Higgs-

Signals), and to 3 GeV in the evaluation of 95% C.L. LHC exclusions with HiggsBounds.

The first scenario is an updated version of the well-known mmax
h benchmark scenario [65,

68], where the masses of the gluino and the squarks of the first and second generation were
set to higher values in view of the latest bounds from SUSY searches at the LHC, see [65]

for details. The results are shown in Fig. 12 in the (MA, tan") plane. Besides the colors

indicating the !!2 = !2 ! !2
best!fit distribution relative to the best-fit point (shown as a

green star) we also show the parameter regions that are excluded at 95% C.L. by LHC

searches for a light charged Higgs boson (dark-green, coarsely striped) [67], neutral Higgs

boson(s) in the ## final state (orange, checkered) [66] and the combination of SM search

channels (red, striped) [27], as obtained using HiggsBounds. As an indication for the
parameter regions that are 95% C.L. excluded by neutral Higgs searches at LEP [2,5] we

include a corresponding contour (black, dashed) for the value !2
LEP,HB = 4.0. Conversely,

the parameter regions favored by the fit are shown as 68% and 95% C.L. regions (based

on the 2D !!2 probability w.r.t. the best fit point) by the solid and dashed gray lines,

respectively.

As can be seen in the figure, the best fit regions are obtained in a strip at relatively
small values of tan " " 4.5 ! 7, where in this scenario Mh # 125.5 GeV is found. At

larger tan" values the light Higgs mass in this benchmark scenario (which was designed

to maximise Mh for a given tan" in the region of large MA) turns out to be higher than

47
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include a corresponding contour (black, dashed) for the value !2
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the parameter regions favored by the fit are shown as 68% and 95% C.L. regions (based

on the 2D !!2 probability w.r.t. the best fit point) by the solid and dashed gray lines,

respectively.

As can be seen in the figure, the best fit regions are obtained in a strip at relatively
small values of tan " " 4.5 ! 7, where in this scenario Mh # 125.5 GeV is found. At

larger tan" values the light Higgs mass in this benchmark scenario (which was designed

to maximise Mh for a given tan" in the region of large MA) turns out to be higher than
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§ 	  Fit	  to	  universal	  coupling	  scale	  factors	  κ	  (SM:	  κi	  =	  1)	  
	  	  	  Assumes	  structure	  of	  couplings	  unchanged	  wrt	  SM	  
	  
§ 	  HiggsSignals	  procedure	  validated	  against	  official	  ATLAS/CMS	  fits	  
	  	  	  Here:	  Full	  Moriond	  data	  from	  LHC/Tevatron	  included	  

[1209.0040]	  
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Allowing	  for	  new	  decay	  modes	  
u = d = ` = F

W = Z = V

BR(H ! NP)

§ 	  Degeneracy	  between	  increased	  produc.on	  and	  invisible	  decay	  	  
	  	  	  The	  total	  Higgs	  width	  is	  not	  accessible	  at	  the	  LHC	  
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Including	  constraint	  on	  invisible	  decays	  
ATLAS	  2013-‐011	  § 	  Assuming	  new	  decays	  are	  truly	  

	  	  	  invisible	  (=	  generate	  ET-‐miss)	  we	  	  
	  	  	  can	  use	  ATLAS	  results	  to	  constrain	  ΓΗ	
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MSSM	  benchmark	  scenarios	  

�2/ndf = 33.0/48

§  New	  benchmark	  scenarios	  for	  LHC	  MSSM	  Higgs	  searches	  
§ 	  Compa.bility	  with	  observed	  125	  GeV	  Higgs	  signal	  (HS/HB)	  
	  	  	  (SM-‐like	  lightest	  Higgs	  boson	  h	  in	  decoupling	  limit)	  

[1302.7033]	  
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�2/ndf = 47.4/48

Example:	  Low-‐MH	  MSSM	  scenario	  
§ 	  Heavy	  CP-‐even	  MSSM	  Higgs	  at	  125	  GeV	  
	  	  Lightest	  Higgs	  below	  (SM)	  LEP	  limit,	  suppressed	  hZZ	  couplings	  
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Conclusions	  

§ 	  HiggsBounds	  is	  an	  established	  and	  convenient	  tool	  to	  apply	  
	  	  	  exclusion	  limits	  from	  direct	  Higgs	  searches	  to	  arbitrary	  models	  
	  
§ 	  A	  new	  sister	  code,	  HiggsSignals,	  has	  been	  published	  to	  take	  into	  
	  	  	  account	  LHC/Tevatron	  measurements	  and	  evaluate	  the	  χ2	  func.on	  
	  	  	  for	  compa.bility	  data	  <-‐>	  theory	  	  	  
	  
§ 	  Our	  general	  strategy	  for	  this	  code	  is	  to	  take	  all	  public	  informa.on	  
	  	  	  into	  account,	  and	  try	  to	  keep	  the	  code	  up	  to	  date	  with	  latest	  results	  
	  
§ 	  HiggsSignals	  has	  been	  validated	  against	  official	  coupling	  fits	  
	  	  	  First	  applica.ons	  to	  coupling	  scale	  factors	  and	  the	  MSSM	  

hTp://higgsbounds.hepforge.org	  
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Backup	  
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Mass-‐Centered	  χ2	  method	  

2 Higgs signals in collider searches HiggsSignals User Manual
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(a) The best-fit signal strength µ̂ for the
LHC Higgs process (pp) ! H ! ZZ(!) !
4!, given as a function of the assumed
Higgs mass mH . The cyan band gives the
68% C.L. uncertainty of the measurement.
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(b) The signal strength of various Higgs channels
measured at a fixed hypothetical Higgs mass of mH =
125.8 GeV. The combined signal strength scales all
Higgs signal rates uniformly and is estimated to µ̂comb =
0.88± 0.21.

Figure 1. Measured signal strength modifiers by ATLAS in the search for H ! ZZ(!) ! 4! [25]
(a), and the best fit rates (in all currently investigated Higgs decay channels) for a Higgs signal at
mH = 125.8 GeV according to CMS [27] (b).

measured rate. Since the signal strength modifier is measured relative to its SM value

(µ̂ = 1, displayed in Fig. 1 by a dashed line), this contains also the theory uncertainties on
the SM Higgs cross section and branching ratios [23, 24, 26]. As can be seen from Fig. 1,

the measured value of µ̂ is allowed to take on negative values. In the absence of sizable

signal-background interference—as is the case for the SM—the signal model would not

give µ̂ < 0. This must therefore be understood as statistical downward fluctuations of

the data w.r.t. the background expectation (the average background-only expectation is

µ̂ = 0). To keep µ̂ as an unbiased estimator of the true signal strength, it is however
essential that the full range of values is retained. As we shall see in more detail below, the

applicability of HiggsSignals is limited to the mass range for which measurements of µ̂

are reported. It is therefore highly desirable that experiments publish this information

even for mass regions where a SM Higgs signal has been excluded.

A second example of HiggsSignals input, this time from CMS, is shown in the right

plot of Fig. 1 (from [27]). This figure summarizes the measured signal strength modifiers
for all relevant Higgs decay channels at an interesting value of the Higgs mass, here

mH = 125.8 GeV. This particular value is typically selected to correspond to the maximal

significance for a signal seen in the data. It is important to note that, once a value for mH

has been selected, this plot shows a compilation of information for the separate channels

that is also available directly from the mass-dependent plots (as shown in Fig. 1(a)).

Again, the error bars on the measured µ̂ values correspond to 1! uncertainties that
include both experimental (systematic and statistical) uncertainties, as well as SM theory

uncertainties.

The idea of HiggsSignals is to compare the experimental measurements of signal

5

§ 	  Compares	  model	  predic.on	  to	  measured	  data	  directly	  
	  	  	  at	  the	  predicted	  Higgs	  mass	  values	  
	  
§ 	  Combines	  rate	  predic.ons	  for	  	  
	  	  	  Higgs	  bosons	  that	  are	  “nearby”	  	  
	  	  	  in	  mass	  (within	  exp.	  resolu.on)	  
	  
§ 	  Applicability	  of	  this	  method	  is	  
	  	  	  currently	  limited	  by	  available	  	  
	  	  	  exp.	  results,	  e.g.	  MH	  <	  200	  GeV	  
	  
	  
	  
§ 	  Can	  be	  used	  simultaneously	  with	  peak-‐centered	  method	  	  
	  	  	  for	  Higgs	  bosons	  that	  have	  not	  been	  assigned	  to	  any	  signal	  
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ValidaEon	  

5 Validation with o!cial fit results. . . HiggsSignals User Manual
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Figure 8. Comparison of the two-parameter fits probing di#erent coupling strength scale factors to
gluons, "g, and photons, "! , obtained by HiggsSignals (a), and ATLAS [42] (b). It is assumed that no
new Higgs boson decay modes are open, $BSM = 0 GeV, and that no other modifications of the couplings
occur with respect to their SM values. The signal strength measurements used for the HiggsSignals fit
are listed in Tab. 10. The Higgs mass is chosen to be mH = 125.5 GeV.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the two-parameter fits probing di#erent coupling strength scale factors to
gluons, "g, and photons, "! , obtained using HiggsSignals (a), and by CMS [27] (b). It is assumed
that no new Higgs boson decay modes are open, $BSM = 0 GeV, and that no other modifications of
the couplings occur with respect to their SM values. The signal strength measurements used for the
HiggsSignals fit are listed in Tab. 11. The Higgs mass is chosen to be mH = 125.8 GeV.

in a parameter region that is very di!erent from the SM case (like a di!erent relative sign
of Higgs couplings), the framework of the coupling strength modifiers !i would have to

be replaced by a more general parametrisation.

In order to probe the presence of BSM physics in the Higgs boson phenomenology a fit

to the loop-induced Higgs couplings to gluons, !g, and photons, !! , can be performed. In

this fit it is assumed that all other (tree-level) Higgs couplings are as in the SM and no

44

§ 	  Tree-‐level	  couplings	  kept	  as	  in	  the	  SM,	  only	  loop-‐induced	  couplings	  
	  	  	  fiTed	  (probe	  of	  new	  physics	  contribu.ons)	  
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§ 	  Interim	  framework	  proposed	  by	  LHCXSWG	  for	  fipng	  (small)	  
	  	  	  devia.ons	  from	  the	  SM	  Higgs	  couplings	  
	  
§ 	  Assumes	  structure	  of	  couplings	  unchanged	  from	  SM,	  	  
	  	  	  only	  coupling	  strengths	  modified	  
	  
§ 	  Large	  devia.ons	  from	  the	  SM	  should	  be	  interpreted	  with	  care	  
	  	  	  	  
	  	  	  1)	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  2)	  	  

[1209.0040]	  

u = d = ` = F

W = Z = V BR(H ! NP)

u,d,`

W = Z = V BR(H ! NP)
g,�

Op.onal:	  
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3.1.1 Scaling of the VBF cross section
κ2VBF refers to the functional dependence of the VBF2 cross section on the scale factors κ2W and κ2Z:

κ2VBF(κW, κZ,mH) =
κ2W · !WF (mH) + κ2Z · !ZF (mH)

!WF (mH) + !ZF (mH)
(19)

TheW- and Z-fusion cross sections, !WF and !ZF , are taken from Refs. [65,66]. The interference term
is < 0.1% in the SM and hence ignored [67].

3.1.2 Scaling of the gluon fusion cross section and of theH ! gg decay vertex
κ2g refers to the scale factor for the loop-induced production cross section !ggH. The decay width !gg is
not observable at the LHC, however its contribution to the total width is also considered.

Gluon fusion cross-section scaling
As NLO QCD corrections factorize with the scaling of the electroweak couplings with κt and κb, the
function κ2g(κb, κt,mH) can be calculated in NLO QCD:

κ2g(κb, κt,mH) =
κ2t · !

tt
ggH(mH) + κ2b · !bb

ggH(mH) + κtκb · !
tb
ggH(mH)

!tt
ggH(mH) + !bb

ggH(mH) + !tb
ggH(mH)

(20)

Here, !tt
ggH, !

bb
ggH and !tb

ggH denote the square of the top-quark contribution, the square of the
bottom-quark contribution and the top-bottom interference, respectively. The interference term (!tb

ggH) is
negative for a light mass Higgs, mH < 200 GeV. Within the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group
(for the evaluation of the MSSM cross section) these contributions were evaluated, where for !bb

ggH and
!tb
ggH the full NLO QCD calculation included in HIGLU [68] was used. For !

tt
ggH the NLO QCD result

of HIGLU was supplemented with the NNLO corrections in the heavy-top-quark limit as implemented
in GGH@NNLO [69], see Ref. [61, Sec. 6.3] for details.

Partial width scaling
In a similar way, NLOQCD corrections for theH ! gg partial width are implemented in HDECAY [70–
72]. This allows to treat the scale factor for !gg as a second order polynomial in κb and κt:

!gg

!SMgg (mH)
=

κ2t · !
tt
gg(mH) + κ2b · !

bb
gg (mH) + κtκb · !tb

gg(mH)

!tt
gg(mH) + !bb

gg (mH) + !tb
gg(mH)

(21)

The terms !tt
gg, !bb

gg and !tb
gg are defined like the !ggH terms in Eq. (20). The !ii

gg correspond to the
partial widths that are obtained for κi = 1 and all other κj = 0, j "= i. The cross-term !tb

gg can then be
derived by calculating the SM partial width by setting κb = κt = 1 and subtracting !tt

gg and !bb
gg from it.

Effective treatment
In the general case, without the assumptions above, possible non-zero contributions from additional
particles in the loop have to be taken into account and κ2g is then treated as an effective coupling scale
factor parameter in the fit: !ggH/!SMggH = κ2g. The effective scale factor for the partial gluon width
!gg should behave in a very similar way, so in this case the same effective scale factor κg is used:
!gg/!SMgg = κ2g. As the contribution of !gg to the total width is <10% in the SM, this assumption is
believed to have no measurable impact.

2Vector Boson Fusion is also called Weak Boson Fusion, as only the weak bosonsW and Z contribute to the production.

6

Derived	  scale	  factors	  
3.1.3 Scaling of theH ! γγ partial decay width
Like in the previous section, κ2γ refers to the scale factor for the loop-induced H ! γγ decay. Also for
the H ! γγ decay NLO QCD corrections exist and are implemented in HDECAY. This allows to treat
the scale factor for the γγ partial width as a second order polynomial in κb, κt, κτ, and κW:

κ2γ (κb, κt, κτ, κW,mH) =

!

i,j κiκj · !
ij
γγ(mH)

!

i,j !
ij
γγ(mH)

(22)

where the pairs (i, j) are bb, tt, ττ,WW,bt,bτ,bW, tτ, tW, τW. The !ii
γγ correspond to the partial

widths that are obtained for κi = 1 and all other κj = 0, (j "= i). The cross-terms !ij
γγ , (i "= j) can then

be derived by calculating the partial width by setting κi = κj = 1 and all other κl = 0, (l "= i, j), and
subtracting !ii

γγ and !
jj
γγ from them.

Effective treatment
In the general case, without the assumption above, possible non-zero contributions from additional par-
ticles in the loop have to be taken into account and κ2γ is then treated as an effective coupling parameter
in the fit.

3.1.4 Scaling of theH ! Zγ decay vertex
Like in the previous sections, κ2(Zγ) refers to the scale factor for the loop-induced H ! Zγ decay. This
allows to treat the scale factor for the Zγ partial width as a second order polynomial in κb, κt, κτ, and
κW:

κ2(Zγ)(κb, κt, κτ, κW,mH) =

!

i,j κiκj · !
ij
Zγ(mH)

!

i,j !
ij
Zγ(mH)

(23)

where the pairs (i, j) are bb, tt, ττ,WW,bt,bτ,bW, tτ, tW, τW. The !ij
Zγ are calculated in the same

way as for Eq. (22). NLO QCD corrections have been computed and found to be very small [73], and
thus ignored here.

Effective treatment
In the general case, without the assumption above, possible non-zero contributions from additional parti-
cles in the loop have to be taken into account and κ2(Zγ) is then treated as an effective coupling parameter
in the fit.

3.1.5 Scaling of the total width
The total width !H is the sum of all Higgs partial decay widths. Under the assumption that no additional
BSM Higgs decay modes (into either invisible or undetectable final states) contribute to the total width,
!H is expressed as the sum of the scaled partial Higgs decay widths to SM particles, which combine to
a total scale factor κ2H compared to the SM total width !SMH :

κ2H(κi,mH) =
"

j = WW(!),ZZ(!),bb, τ"τ+,
γγ,Zγ, gg, tt, cc, ss, µ"µ+

!j(κi,mH)

!SMH (mH)
(24)

7
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Production modes
!ggH
!SMggH

=

!

κ2g(κb, κt,mH)
κ2g

(3)

!VBF
!SMVBF

= κ2VBF(κW, κZ,mH) (4)

!WH

!SMWH

= κ2W (5)

!ZH
!SMZH

= κ2Z (6)

!ttH

!SM
ttH

= κ2t (7)

Detectable decay modes
!WW(!)

!SM
WW(!)

= κ2W (8)

!ZZ(!)

!SM
ZZ(!)

= κ2Z (9)

!bb

!SM
bb

= κ2b (10)

!τ"τ+

!SM
τ"τ+

= κ2τ (11)

!γγ

!SMγγ
=

!

κ2γ (κb, κt, κτ, κW,mH)
κ2γ

(12)

!Zγ

!SMZγ
=

"

κ2(Zγ)(κb, κt, κτ, κW,mH)

κ2(Zγ)
(13)

Currently undetectable decay modes
!tt

!SM
tt

= κ2t (14)

!gg

!SMgg
: see Section 3.1.2

!cc

!SMcc
= κ2t (15)

!ss

!SMss
= κ2b (16)

!µ"µ+

!SM
µ"µ+

= κ2τ (17)

Total width
!H

!SMH
=

"

κ2H(κi,mH)

κ2H
(18)

Table 2: LO coupling scale factor relations for Higgs boson cross sections and partial decay widths relative to the
SM. For a givenmH hypothesis, the smallest set of degrees of freedom in this framework comprises κW , κZ , κb ,
κt, and κτ. For partial widths that are not detectable at the LHC, scaling is performed via proxies chosen among
the detectable ones. Additionally, the loop-induced vertices can be treated as a function of other κi or effectively,
through the κg and κγ degrees of freedom which allow probing for BSM contributions in the loops. Finally, to
explore invisible or undetectable decays, the scaling of the total width can also be taken as a separate degree of
freedom, κH, instead of being rescaled as a function, κ2H(κi,mH), of the other scale factors.
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Parameter	  values	  for	  MSSM	  benchmark	  scenarios	  


